**Atera AnyTemp™ Spas** are designed by Physicians and Industry Veterans to provide the Ultimate Personal Aqua Therapy experience! The New VS7 features “Variable Seating” heights providing depth and comfort for the entire family. Choose 24 or 35 interchangeable, adjustable, Ultimate Power™ Jets to provide Custom Full Body Hydrotherapy!

Eight Full Cycle Therapy™ Stations Massage specific Muscle Groups and Joints providing fast relief from daily Aches and Pains. Neck and Shoulder Tension quickly melts away! Tired, sore Feet are rejuvenated in minutes.

Realize the many Health Benefits of Cold and Hot Healing water and enjoy Aqua Therapy at its finest!
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**AdditionaL Features:**

- (2) Foot Therapy Jets and Hand Held Jet Ports
- Digital LED Top Side Control and LED Self Diagnostic AnyTemp™ Equipment System
- Water and Air Control Valves Adjust Flow and Pressure to all Jets on Manifold
- Perfect Placement Multi Color LED Light
- HDPE Eco-Smart™ Cabinet Panels and AnyTemp™ Insulated Comfort Cover™
- Shell and plumbing Insulated with 2 lb. Closed Cell Polyurethane Foam
- Radiant Barrier Insulating Heat Shield between Pressure Treated Frame and Cabinet
- Solid Support Base Pad and Plastic Sealed Bottom
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**Optional Features Available:**

- AnyTemp™ System (patents pending) Includes Aqua Chiller and Heater for Perfect Temperature!
- Choice of 24 Ultimate Power™ Jets and (1) 5 bhp Therapy Pump or 35 Ultimate Power™ Jets and (2) 5 bhp Therapy Pumps
- (5) Multi Color LED Lighting System
- Adjustable Water Fall with Multi Color LED Lights
- Control Valve Bezel Multi Color LED Lighting System
- CD/AM-FM Stereo Player with (2) Pop Up Speakers and Amplified Subwoofer
- Stainless Steel Jet Face Escutcheons
- Hand Held Precision Hydrotherapy Jet
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**AnyTemp™ Technology**

www.ateraspas.com
623-334-3999
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